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 Competitors were chosen during the 
discovery phase

 Look for other solutions to accomplish similar 
tasks

 Validate findings from user testing





1. The “Apply Now” button is taking users to the loan 
consultant. It’s better that we make it clear, so users 
don’t feel scared to click on it.

2. Calculator: Give default values or guidance in the 
property tax and insurance area.

3. Don’t change the layout dramatically when users click 
on different loan options.

4. Put a link to the glossary that we see later in the 
consultation page.

5. Provide more wizard function to guide users.
6. Put more links to the educational pages that we see in 

the consultation page. 



Educational 
links, not 
specific 
enough though 
with resources

Large call to 
action

Educational 
links, not 
specific 
enough though 
with resources

Educational 
links, not 
specific 
enough though 
with resources



Mortgage 
calculator

Has a home 
button for 
mortgages in 
addition to the 
Wells Fargo home

Lots of links to 
educational pages 
broken up by categories

Link to the loan 
consultant hidden by 
the other links



Links to 
educational 
materials

Current rates, 
doesn’t require 
user to do anything

Mortgage home button

Links to educational 
materials, changed 
wording to make 
language more 
understandable to user

Broken up based 
on intention in 
clear language: 
purchasing or 
refinancing



Educational Links, 
clearer language 
will help users 
navigate them 
more effectively

Have tools to help 
users decide on 
mortgage options

Call to action

Rates already shown, does not 
require user to do anything



 Validate User Testing Findings
◦ Calculators let users see if they can afford 

payments

◦ Calls to action need to be visible

 New Discoveries
◦ Mortgage home button increases ease of arriving at 

the mortgage starting page

◦ More appropriate diction increases usability

◦ Current rates provide users an easy estimate





Almost the same as 
the Wells Fargo and 
MACU Calculator

Seems very dubious that the 
results would need to be 
emailed, almost a trick to get 
users to sign up for newsletter

No way to easily 
change the entries



Can change the 
calculator from 
this page

Adjusts as the user 
changes the 
numbers

Shows a report



Report 
shows way 
too much 
information

Easy to 
compare the 
different 
choices

Monthly 
payment



Results sorted into tabs

Takes you to the next tab

Where to go from here

Simple monthly expenditures

Main call to action listed lower

Almost the same as AFCU



Visual representation in 
addition to the numerical 
chart.

Chart to display actual 
values



Table with all the 
amounts broken up by 
month



Clear call to action

Describes what 
calculator does

Could auto fill with 
estimates



Graph indicates 
amount user can 
afford at different 
interest rates. 
Popup box 
activated by 
mouseover line.

Monthly expenditures

Cost of house

Amount Loaned

Have a next step

Can see how rates 
match up



Back to top button, useful 
for user navigation on 
long pages

Similar organization as 
AFCU and Wells Fargo 

Broken up into conservative and 
aggressive estimates and their 
monthly payments respectively, 
though not separated very effectively



 New Discoveries
◦ Users need to be able to change input values

◦ Calculate changes based on input in real time

◦ Should be able to quickly change to a different 
calculator

◦ Compare different mortgages

◦ Need to have a next step call to action

◦ Mouseover Interactivity

◦ Back to top button if page is long





1. Give a dedicated section for the consultation on the 
starting page. Give overview of what the consultation 
does and how it helps in the loan process. 

2. Use a uniform way of providing tips & explanation of 
terms.

3. Use implicit buttons such as “Next” or “Continue” to 
direct users. Keep it consistent.

4. Give a numeric summary of how many loans are 
available for users.

5. For each loan product, use a dedicated button of 
“view details” to see all the details of this loan; Use a 
dedicated button of “Apply for this loan” to start the 
loan application process.



Navigation remained 
consistent, allowing 
users to navigate 
elsewhere if needed

FAQs not directly related 
to this page, but good 
inclusion into the form if 
the right information is 
provided. Answers show 
up as pop-ups, keeping 
user on the page.

Call to action

Easy link 
to the loan 
consultant 
page

Terms have 
links leading 
to more 
information

Same form 
as MACU



Reviews 
information 
provided, 
allowing user 
to change 
something if 
needed

Links to popup 
with explanation 
of term

Popup window 
that informs of 
the extra costs

Takes user to 
application, does 
not use any of 
the information 
already entered

FAQs relevant to page



Split into two categories, 
but looks too similar. 
Proximity of Continue 
button of buying a home 
too close to refinancing.

Walkthrough 
of the process



Clear navigation buttons, 
functional order and 
differentiated by color. 
Should be at top and bottom

Already had to 
make this 
choice. Don’t 
need to repeat.

Informs user of 
the process



Link to popup 
with more 
information 
about this 
subject

Caters to both 
experts and 
new users

Added cancel button, 
separation between 
the two progress 
buttons, but same 
color as back



Allow you to 
compare loans, 
button at bottom

Can start an 
application 
which uses the 
information you 
already entered

Help 
section

Users can modify 
and save their 
options



Compares loan 
information in a table 
format, allowing for 
easier comparison

Have call to action top 
and bottom
Have call to action top 
and bottom



Inform users that they 
don’t ask for personal 
info, but hidden in 
text

Clear call to action

6 steps



Can save 
quote 
criteria

Call to 
action

Link to 
popup 
with 
definition 
of term

More details 
about the 
particular 
costs



 Validate User Testing Findings
◦ Keep consistent navigation

◦ Consistent method for explanations of jargon

◦ Have a call to action

◦ Let users get more detailed information

 New Discoveries
◦ FAQs related to page content

◦ Allow users to save

◦ Inform users that no personal information is 
required

◦ More advanced options for expert users





 Group the form fields into sections to 
make it easier to complete.

 Put the step status in a more prominent 
place for users to notice. It should stay 
there for the entire process.

 Certain steps can be combined or 
eliminated.

 Some fields need to be revised for easier 
filling.

 Keep the button design and layout 
consistent and easy to choose.



Navigation 
that informs 
the user of 
the process 
and a blurb 
about each 
step.  Each 
tab should 
be one page

Call to 
action

Information 
grouped into 
sections



Divided into 4 main 
categories with 
subcategories 
appearing once the 
section is started

Clear separation 
between cancel and 
navigation buttons

Indicates what is 
done

Form is above 
the fold



 Validate User Testing Findings
◦ Group information by section

◦ Page informs users of the process and where they 
are in it

◦ Include description of the task

 New Discoveries
◦ Keep the form above the fold

◦ Inform users how long the application will take





1. Have more links pointing to educational documents on 
the starting page.

2. Make important information readily visible.
3. Certain steps can be combined.
4. The step status can be put at the top of each page.
5. Already known information should not be asked again 

and should be auto filled.
6. Allow editing in the final summary page.
7. The summary page should have the important 

information: “How much money I should be paying each 
month?” 

8. After the submission page, information is missing: 
“How long I should wait before they get back to me?”



Informs user how 
long the process will 
take. Very text heavy. 



Navigation buttons 
mapped to function. 
Cancel should be 
differentiated.

No indication of where 
the user is in the 
process



Call to action, 
blends into 
check rates 
and payments

Calculator built 
into start page



Information on where 
the user is in the 
process

Call to action 
not very visible



Two apply online 
separated into 
different areas. 
Second seems to 
apply to 
calculator, but 
user to the same 
page

Two apply online 
links separated 
into different 
areas. Second 
link suggests it 
applies to the 
calculator based 
on location

User Testimonial



Call to action is 
differentiated by color

Automatically 
estimates the value of 
the property 

Should still inform the 
user where they are in 
the process



Navigation buttons 
mapped to function and 
differentiated by color



Broken down by 
category with 
easy to read 
bulleted list



Entire form is on 
one page. Better 
to break it up.



 Validate User Testing Findings
◦ Automatic value fillers

◦ Bullet lists increase readability

◦ Information on where user is in the process

 New Discoveries
◦ Inform users how long the process will take

◦ Map navigation buttons to function (Next in the 
front, Back in the back)

◦ Highly visible call to action, differentiated by color

◦ Breaking the form up into related parts decreases 
scrolling and time to fill out.





1. Have more links pointing to educational 
documents on the starting page.

2. Make important information readily visible.
3. Certain steps can be combined.
4. The step status can be put at the top of each 

page.
5. Already known information should not be 

asked again and should be auto filled.
6. Allow editing in the final summary page.



Call to action

Rates



2 step process, hard 
to see, page looks 
completely different



All three lead to the 
same form
All three lead to the 
same form
All three lead to the 
same form

Should show the rates



Informs the user of the 
steps , not one page per 
step, so user falsely 
thinks they can tell how 
long it will take

Duplicated informationDuplicated information

Next should be in front



Back to top for long page

Applications broken into 
categories

Bulleted list for easy 
readability



 Validate User Testing Findings
◦ User needs to know how long the process will take 

and where they are in the process

◦ Use bulleted lists for easy readability

 New Discoveries
◦ Consistency between all loan types

◦ Rates and calculators are helpful and should display 
results on same page

◦ Break up loans by category only if links take you to 
different applications

◦ Keep consistent navigation



Grays out finished 
sections
Indicates when a 
task is done
Indicates when a 
task is done
Indicates when a 
task is done

Shows how many tasks 
fall under each category 
once open

Except for Chase, all 
the application 
progress layouts 
change for each task

Optimal layout would combine 
zion’s task indicator and blurb 
description with Wells Fargo’s 
listed subtasks

Optimal layout would combine 
Zion’s task indicator and blurb 
description with Wells Fargo’s 
listed subtasks

Finished task looks the 
same as the one to be 
completed



 Validate User Testing Findings
◦ Inform users of completed steps

◦ Remain consistent between tasks

 New Discoveries
◦ Describe task

◦ If it’s not one page per task, indicate how many 
pages



Besides Chase, all 
banks are inconsistent 
with their navigation 
buttons

Spatially mapped 
to function and 
color differentiated 
to indicate 
different functions

Difficult to 
distinguish icons 
and identify 
function. Icons 
don’t always 
match function.

Icons help indicate function. 
Vibrant color indicates call to 
action

Have save and close option allowing 
users to finish later, not consistent 
though with cancel in second form

Icons help indicate function. 
Vibrant color indicates call to 
action. 

Separation between buttons 
decreases likelihood of 
mistaken choice



 Validate User Testing Findings
◦ Remain consistent

 New Discoveries
◦ Icons should match function

◦ Use color differentiated buttons



 Validate User Testing Findings
◦ Remain Consistent
◦ Clear calls to action 
◦ Keep important information above the fold
◦ Inform users of the length of the process and status
◦ Bulleted list for easy readability

 New Discoveries
◦ Language geared towards users
◦ Icons should match function
◦ Rates and calculators should display results on same page and 

calculate in real time
◦ Should be able to quickly change to a different calculator
◦ Map navigation buttons to function
◦ FAQs related to page content
◦ Compare different mortgages
◦ Mouseover Interactivity
◦ Back to top button if page is long



 Questions?


